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PACKING LIST

 
 1 - Dental Drawer S Mounting Bracket Assembly
 6 - Bracket Mounting Screws
 4 - *Screws for Mounting DDS
 4 - *Nuts for Mounting DDS
      *See Note Below

 

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove the Dental Drawer S (DDS) and screws from the box and check against the packing list.

*NOTE: If you purchased your DDS unit and the DDS Universal Mount at the same time, the DDS unit 
was installed into the Universal Mount at the factory and the only hardware included are the 6 mounting 
screws. If you purchased your DDS and Universal Mount separately, extra hardware will be inlcuded with 
your Universal Mount to attach your DDS to the Univeral Mount.

2. If your DDS unit and DDS Universal Mount came assembled together from the factory:

A. Determine the location under your workbench that would be best for working with your DDS unit. For 
easier maintenance of your unit, it is best to mount the Universal Mount Drawer Front flush with the front 
of your workbench (figure 5) as this allows full access to the DDS filter compartment when it is fully pulled 
out. If this is not an option for you, you can always fully remove the DDS unit from the Universal Mount 
(see figure 1)

B. Once the location has been selected, hold the entire bracket assembly in that location and secure it to 
the underside of your workbench with the 6 screws provided.

C. Test that the bracket is secure, that the drawer front opens freely, and that the DDS unit slides out without 
issue.

3. If you bought your DDS Universal Mount separately from your DDS unit:

A. If you are moving an existing DDS unit from a workbench drawer into the Universal 
Mount, release the DDS from the existing drawer by lifting the levers in the drawer 
slides and pulling the DDS unit out (figure 1).

B. with your DDS unit already removed from the workbench drawer, you will need to 
remove the outer part of the drawer slide from the workbench drawer you currently 
have them mounted to as well. You may discard the screws used to mount the drawer 
slide to the drawer.

Fig. 1
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C. With the outer portion of the drawer slides free from the previous drawer, mount them to the side walls of 
the mounting bracket using the supplied hardware (Figure 2 & 3). Ensure that the open end of the drawer 
slides are orientated towards the bracket's drawer front.

D. Once the outer portion of the drawer slides are secured to the mounting bracket, slide the DDS unit back 
into the drawer slides. You may need to gently pull the side walls of the mounting bracket inward towards 
the DDS so that the drawer slide pieces will properly catch and lock together.

E. After the unit is secured in the drawer slides, determine the location under your work bench where you 
want to mount the bracket, then firmly hold the mounting bracket against the underside of the work bench 
and screw in the six mounting screws into the bench top to secure the mounting bracket (Figure 4). For 
easier maintenance of your unit, it is best to mount the Universal Mount Drawer Front flush with the front 
of your workbench (figure 5) as this allows full access to the DDS filter compartment when it is fully pulled 
out. If this is not an option for you, you can always fully remove the DDS unit from the Universal Mount 
(see figure 1)

4. Connect the Dental Drawer S to power, and turn the unit ON. Refer to your Dental Drawer S user manual 
for operation instructions of your unit.

5. To use the DDS, simply flip down the drawer front and gently push the DDS towards the back of the work 
bench to release the drawer slide's lock. Once released, pull the DDS out towards you.

6. 
7. To return the Dental Drawer S, gently push it towards the back of the work bench until you feel the drawer 

slides locking mechanism click, then flip the drawer front up to close it.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Drawer Front  P/N: 3576 Drawer Slides  P/N: 3334

Drawer Front Hinges P/N: 3333 DDS Filter Bags P/N: 97089
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